NON-HETERO-PATRIARCHAL INNOVATION
Kill the Hetero-patriarchy
RECONFIGURE YOUR BODY
Kill the Heteropatriarchy
IMAGINING FUTURES THAT ARE NOT WESTERN-CENTRIC
Kill the Hetero-patriarchy
Kill the Heteropatriarchy
DISRUPT AGEISM
Kill the Heteropatriarchy
TECHNOLOGY FOR EQUALITY

Tracking my cookies

Life after AI (The End of Work)
Life after AI — The End of Work
Life after AI — The End of Work
IMAGINING NEW JOBS

Life after AI (The End of Work)
Life after AI – The End of Work
MAKING UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME WORK
Life after AI – The End of Work
HUMAN-MACHINE CREATIVE COLLABORATIONS
Life after AI – The End of Work
After the Nation-State
RURAL FUTURES
After the Nation-State
PICK YOUR OWN PASSPORT
After the Nation-State
After the Nation-State
WELFARE STATE 2.0
After the Nation-State
ATTENTION PROTECTION
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Life in the times of Surveillance Capitalism
DISMANTLING FILTER BUBBLES
Life in the times of Surveillance Capitalism
CIRCULAR DATA ECONOMY
Life in the times of Surveillance Capitalism
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Life in the times of Surveillance Capitalism
Life in the times of Surveillance Capitalism
CLIMATE
CONSCIENCE

Design for the Anthropocene
Design for the Anthropocene
INTER-SPECIES COLLABORATION
Design for the Anthropocene
LONG-TERMISM
Design for the Anthropocene
CARBON NEUTRAL LIFESTYLE
Design for the Anthropocene
FIGHT ANTHROPOCENE CONFLICTS
Design for the Anthropocene
Chernobyl
RANDOM TRIGGER
Reddit
Awards
Forum
Bible
RANDOM TRIGGER
Spotify
God
Back to the future
RANDOM TRIGGER
Tabasco
Shawarma
RANDOM TRIGGER
RANDOM TRIGGER
Psilocybin
RANDOM TRIGGER
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Death Metal

RANDOM TRIGGER
RANDOM TRIGGER
MK Ultra
RANDOM TRIGGER
RANDOM TRIGGER
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Karl Marx

RANDOM TRIGGER
RANDOM TRIGGER
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Blockbusters

RANDOM TRIGGER
Pirate
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Random Trigger

Spam
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Material
Development
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Circular Economy
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Supply Chain Innovation
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Coding
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Synthetic Biology
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS

Computational Thinking and Design

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Ideation and Design Centric Research
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Distributed Network Infrastructure
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Digital Fabrication
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Co-creation
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Multi-scalar Thinking
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Blockchain
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATLAS OF WEAK SIGNALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maker Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY |
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Environmental Sensing
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Design for Social Innovation
AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Product
CHALLENGE
Institution
CHALLENGE
Service
CHALLENGE
Professional Role
CHALLENGE
Policy
CHALLENGE